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1 e Introduction 
Let k be a commutative ring. We consider commutative k-algebras 4 equipped 
with an augmentation, i.e. a retraction E : A --, k ; A = Ker(F) is called the 
augmentation ideal of A. Among these are the polynomial algebras k*"l = 
k[X I+. . . , XJ in n variables, where each X, has augmentation 0. If A and t? are 
augmented k-algebras such that A gL B = k In1 (for some n 2 0) then we say A (like 
B) is an inoertible k -algebra*. Invertible k-algebras are the objects of a category 
d(k ). morphisms being all homomorphisms oi augmented k-algebras. The tensor 
product ~9~ makes d(k) a category with product, in the sense of (2, Ch. VII] so 
there are associated K-groups, denoted KA,, (k), n = 0,l. (In fact Quillen’s “plus 
construction** furnishes a natural definition fol all n 3 1. For the time being, 
however, one knows practically nothing even about the cases n = 0, I.) 
These groups were introduced by Connell in [3], where he observed the 
following. Let .9(k) denote the category of finite,y generated projective k-modules 
(with product ). whose K-groups are dent tt.d K1 (k ). The symmetric algebra 
functor 
S: .=P(k)-+.d(k) 
is product preserving, SO induces K-group homomorphisms. There is a retraction 
(up to natural isomorphism) 
of S defined by J(A) = A/A’. (We write J, to suggest Jacobian, rather than s as in 
(31.) Thus there is a natural decomposition 
KA,, (k) = Kn (k)@ K&(k), 
* Connell [3] USCP the term “projective”, which Eakin-Heinzer [S] use for all rerructs of polynomial 
algebras. 
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the last term denoting the kernel of J. There does not seem io be a single k 
which KAL(L) (II = 0 or 1) is known either to be zero or to be non-zero. It seems 
very likely that these groups are non-trivial in general, thou 
conjectured that they vanish when k is a field. These questions are related to some 
classical unsolved problems in algebraic geomet 
A f- r.4t ml Conneil investigateu In [*J me “uehW9Oi of ;hc 1wup3 nli@ UIIUSI a pwyurlwrma~ 
extension k-,k[f)* The retraction I w 
KA, (kjtjj + KA, (is j, whose kernel is denoted KA, (lk [i ] j. and simiiatiy for KA:. 
Connell’s main result in [4f can be stated as follows: 
KA;(rk[?]) = KA:(k) 
(Connell states this somewhat differently, and proves it only for regular rings k ; we 
prove it here in the form stated above.) This remarkable discovery relates the 
question of the vanishing of KAL to the invariance of KA: *mder polynomial 
extensions (“homotopy invariance”). Equally interesti s the construction with 
which Connell deduces the above result. Roughly spea it attaches to an object 
(or morphism) (Y in ,aZ(k ), representi an element ((I 1 of KA# ), a “paramet- 
rized” object ‘QI of the same type in k[t)) such that the specializations t n 0, L 
send [‘<Y ] to 0 and [a ), respectively. 
In the present paper we show t)rcrt Cmandi’c mwmctnw&=m ic nrm4crple rha riaht .I,UI ~“Irn..~,, u b\b..G?.mYbe.““ .s pa~Qeaw.. .‘.W ..g..s a 
instrument for analyzing localisation of the roups KA:. Specifically, let t now 
denote an element of k. Connell”s construction still makes sense, and almost defines 
--- -- -- an endomorphism * c) ?* of the category *rr’(k )* TnQs in turn defines a” @“dsmor@_ 
ism T of KA, (k), which fixes the elements of & (k) and stabilizes KA:(L). When 
t = 0, T is the projection onto K, (k). When t is invertible in k then T is the 
identity. The fatter implies that the image of 1 - T ties in the kernel of 
KA;(k)-+KA:, (k [i 
We show here that this bcalisation 
zero-divisor, and we investigate the obstruction to exactness of 
when t is not a 
the sequence 
KA:,(k ) = KA:(k)-=+ KA: (k [;I) =+ 0. 
We are grateful to Ed Connell, whose wry communications 
research, td the Institute far Advanced Study for its hospitality, and bo NSF grant 
MPS 75-0854S for financial support. 
2. Some scalar operations on the categsry of graded k-arlgebms 
As always, k denotes a commutative ring. By 3(k) we denote the category 
. 
.XI 
w hOSe Ob jeCtS 
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and in which a morphism Q! : A --) B is a k-algebra homomorphism such that 
aA,,, C &,,, for all 12 2 0. where 
Such an LX can be written as an infinite sum 
where, for 41 and cy,, (0 ) = 0 for all but finitely many p, and 
cu(4()=(Y*,(t_o+gl(g)gg~~+a(F((1)+*o.. The fact that cy is a k-algebra 
homomorphism is expressed by the fact that cy, is a k-linear map of degree p, for 
each ~20, that u(l)= 1, and that 
(1) an (ab) = c cy,(da, (6) 
p+v n 
for all (J, b E A, r2 3 0. It suffices that (1) hold for a and 6 homogeneous, say of 
degrees I and s, respectively, whereupon the two sides of (1) express the degree 
I + s + n terms of a(&) and cu(a)a!(b), respectively. 
Remark. If A is generated as a k-algebra by A lr then for a k -algebra homomorph- 
ism (Y : A + B to be a morphism in %(k) it suffices that aAl C B,,,. 
Let t E k. For each algebra A in S(k) we write F~ (or E p) for the endomorphism 
(2) pr:A-,A, F,(a)= tna if a E &I,. 
For each morphism cy : A ---, B in %( k ). say cu = CC, + cyI + l l - as above, we put 
(3) )LY=ar,,+t~,+***+tPa,+**~; 
in other words, (‘a!),, = P’a,. If a, b E A and n ~4 then 
(‘dn (ab) = tnan (ab) = t” 2 cu, @)a. (b) = C (‘a), (a)(h), (b), p+y =n p&q=” 
whence, by (1). ‘cy is a morphism in S(k). Let u E A,,; then 
‘&-P(a)) = Icu(t”a j = t%(a) 
i.e. 
= tn(cv,,(a) + &,(a) + t’cu,(a) + 9 0 0) 
= t%,,(a)+ t”+‘cr,(a)+ t”%,(a)+ l - l = E:@(a)), 
(4) E,“a! = k'E,. 
Let p : B 4 C be another morphism in S(k). Then (p w),, = Zp+q=n &, ocy,. so 
i.e. 
‘(P Oa)n = t”(P’LY)n = c u”ppP(t4aq) = (‘p Ora)“. 
p+q=n 
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(5) ‘(pW)=‘pO’fX 
Since clearly ’ 1 A = lA (in fact ‘a = a if a is homogeneous, i.e. a = a& it follows 
that a H ‘a is Q functor 93(k) - 3(k) (which is the identity on objects). In particular. 
if a is an idempotent endomorphism, or an isomorphism in 9(k) then ‘a has the 
same property. 
2.1. Example (to breed caution). Let A I= = k [X), $ polynomial algebm in on@? 
variable X, of degree 1 in A but of degree 2 in I?. Then the identity map a : A ---+ B
is a morphism in 3(k), and cre is bijective, but a -’ is not a morphism in (k ). 
Moreover ‘a(X) = tX, so ‘a can’t be even surjective unless t is invertible. When 
t = 0, "a is neither injective nor surjective. 
Suppose s is another elemknt of k. Evidently 
(6) P, 0 PI = F,r and ’ (‘a) = “a. 
When t = 1 we have 
(7) Ef= fA, ‘a =a 
while, for t = 0, we have 
(8) 
PO * = the projection of A onto A,, with kernel A(I) 
“a = a+ 
If t is invertible in k then so also is F,, with inverse E, 1 (by (6) md (T)), and it follows 
from (4) that 
(9) Icy = P, oa OF;‘. 
The tensor product A t A’ of graded algebras is graded by (A 
03 P4c,c.,,Ap C& A;. If a : A : A’-, B’ are morphisms in $(k) t 
is one also, and (a /3)@ = Z&*q-.naP & It follows easily from this formula that 
(10) ’ ‘(a@[3)=‘a@‘p. 
Let k + k’ bt: a ring homomorphism. The base change k’Qr induces a functor 
3(k)+ %(k’), carrying a morphism LY : A =+ B in %3(k) to one in %(k’) which we 
shall denote LY’ : A’-, B’. If I E k has image t’ in k’ then one sees immediately that, 
(11) “a ’ = (‘a )‘. 
2.2. Lemma. Let ar : A -3 B be a morphism in %(k ) such that a/a,,, = &,,l for all 
n 2 0. (This is automatic if CY is surjective and if A,, = k and I3 = k[ Bl].) Then 
‘LYA~~) = I&,,, for all n 3 0. 
If B = k[B,] then &)= El,“,, and, if a~ is surjective and A,, = k, we must have 
~~41, =&I,, whence arA(,, 3 CXAF,, = By,, = B(,,; this verifies the parenthetical 
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claim, Example 2.1 shows that surjectivity of (Y does not suffice to imply that 
aArn, = &,,,; moreover that same example, with t = 0, shows that 2x need not be 
surjective when a is surjective. 
To prove the lemma it suffices, given h E B,,. to show that h E ‘CYAN,,:. Ry 
hypothesis there is an (I = a, + a,,+I + l a - in A(,,, such that a(a) = b. Put a’= 
a,, +flzn+,+t2an+2+“o; we claim that ‘a(cr’) = b, In fact a&,,) = b, and, for p > 0, 
the degree rr -+- p term of cu(a) is 0 = c,. , +ar (a,,,,). Similarly (‘a),,(~,,) = CY,,(U~) = 
6? and, for p > 0, the degree n -t p term of ‘cy (a’) is 
C (t’ar)(t’a,,+, 
r-s=p 
)= tp( c ar(a..,)) = 0.
r*s- p 
whence the lemma. 
3. @-decompositions 
An augmentation of a k-algebra A is a retraction P : A -+ k. An augmented 
k-algebra is a k-algebra A equipped with an augmentation F..~, whose kernel we 
denote A ; thus A =k@A.Amorphismcy:A ---, B of augmented k-algebras is a 
&-algebra homomorphism such that aA C B. 
Let A and B be augmented algebras. Then the augmented algebra C = A @L B 
is equipped with the endomorphisms cy = 1, @ ~~ and p = p/i @ 1 R which satisfy: 
In addition arc = A @ 1 and PC’ = 18 B, so that 
(13) 
The inclusions cuC+ C and PC ---) C induce an 
isomorphism CXC gk PC --, C. 
Conversely, if c is an augmented algebra, and if cy and p are endamorphisms of 
C satisfying (1) and (2), we shall say that (C; LY. p) is a @-decomposition (of C). 
3.1. Lemma. Let k + k’ be a ring horn r)morphism. If (C; a, /?) is a @- 
decomposition of the augmented k-algebra C then (Cl; cy ‘, p’) is a @-decomposition 
of the augmented &‘-algebra C’ = k’@k C, where we put cy’ = k’@ Q! and F’ = k’ @ p. 
Condition (12) for cy’, p’ follows from functoriality of cy I+ (Y’. Similarly (13) for 
(Y’, /?’ follow!; from (13) for cy, p once we identify k’@k ((YC(pl,pC) with 
(k’@r,aC)@r, (k’@k PC), and k’gkcuC with a,‘C’, and similarlv for 6. The last d 
identifications follow from the bijectivity of the canonical homomorphism 
k’Br( arc -+ CY’C’, and of its p-analogue, this bijectivity resulting from the idempo- 
tence of Q! and /3. 
3.2. Proposition. Let C = k @ C, B C2 @ l - l be a graded k-algebra generated by Ct. 
Let t E k. If (C; a., p) is a @-decomposition of C then so also is (C; Icy, ‘p). 
proof. Note that an endomorphism a of C as an augmenkd algebra lx~erves 
c = C(,, = C, @ C&I. l l and so preserves cm = c(,,, (since C = k[CI])for all n 20; 
thus (Y is a morphism in S(k). so ‘a is defined (as in Section 2). Moreover the 
functotiality of CY - 2.~ (eq. (5)) shows that ‘cu. ‘fi satisfy condition (12) above. 
Write (a, p) : C k C+ C for the composite homom 
Car, 6 C, where is the muItipiicatisn in c Since p is ho 
0) we have (‘cy, ‘p) = /r ~(*a 
C = k [C,] the surjectivity of (CU, p) impiies, in view of Lemma 22, the surjectivity 
of ‘(a, p) = (‘LY, ‘fl). This shows that 
is surjectiue. 
Suppose t is invertible in k. Then by Section 2, (9), ‘ctr,’ is obtained from o, @ by 
conjugation by the automorphism F~ of Cs, so y is cieariy an isomorphism in this 
case. 
Suppose only that t is not a zero divisor on C L C After localising, k + k [ I/t]* 
the preceding case applies (Lemma 3.1). Therefore the injectivity of y follows from 
that of y[l/t] once we observe that D = ‘aC&$@C injects into D [ l/t 1. This follows 
from the fact that t is not a zero divisor on Ir C and that D is a retract of 
Now in the general case pass from k to a polynomial rin k[ TJ in one variable. 
By Lemma 3.1, (C[ 7’1; a’, #!I’) is a ecomposition of the k [ T)-algebra C[ TJ, 
where Ly’= k[T]@a Moreover q r! 
(C @r C) [ T), on which T is noo a zero divisor. The case just discussed therefore 
implies that (C[ T]; ‘a’, ‘p’) -decomposition of C(T). Now consider the base 
change retracting k [ T] onto k, sending T to t. From eq. (1 I) and Lemma 3.1 again 
..*.-% ,,,*l....I* cl-* I/* t-. to\ :- WL- UUIIUlUUG llral !~I_ ) (I, p J ,3 *i @&==~qj(y$~~@-jfi ---L--+- 9 wncnrr: the pro~siiion. 
4. Retracts of symmetric algebas 
If A is an augmented k-algebra we put gr(A ) = I _o gr@ (A ), where gr, (A ) = 
~“/&l*I, This defines a functor from augmented k-algebras to graded k-algebras, 
with homomorphisms of degree 0. * 
We shall sometimes write JA for grl(A) = ,&/A”, so that J is a functor from 
augmented k-algebras to k -modules. The inclusion JA ==+ gr(A ) induces a 
homomorphism 6om the symmetric algebra. 
which is evidently surjective. 
We also introduce the completion functor A t+ a = ill,, AlA Y 
In any category, an object A is said to be a retract of an object Is if there are 
morphisms A z&3 such that pocv = I,... 
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4.1, Proposition. Lef A4 bu a k -ntodrtle. If tht augtwnted k-a&bra A is a retract of 
the syrwnetric algebra S(M). then JA is a retract of L?(M) = 34, and 
TP.\ : S(JA )-+ pr(A ) is an isomorphism. 
Pro& In the category of graded k-algebras and homomorphisms of degree 0, 
identified with the image of an idempotent endomorphism a of 
it S(AQ = S(M). Evidently cx = S(Ja!), whence the propxition. 
4.2. corollary. Let a : A 3 B be a morphism of asrgmented algebras. If JCU is 
srcrjectiue, than gr(at ) and 6 are sttrjective. If Ja is bijective and if A and B arc retracts 
of symnetric algebras, then gr(er ) and ci are bijective. 
If gr(a!) is surjective (resp.. bijective) then it follows by induction on n that 
A/J&” --, B/B” has the same property for all n 3 0, whence like-wise for 6. Since 
gr(B) = k[JB] the surjectivity of JQ implies that of gr(cu). Suppose finally that A 
and B are retracts of symmetric algebras. Then Proposition 4.1 permits us fo 
identify gr(cu) with S(&) : S(JA)-+ S(JB). Thus gr(a) is bijective if Jcu is bijective, 
and the corolIary is proved. 
; Let t E k. If A is
localisation A [ I/t ] 
A-A 
an augmented k-algebra we can relate its completion a IQ the 
with the commutative square 
[I 
1 
t 
I 
. (13 
1 
A-A 
Suppose first that A is the polynomial algebra kl*‘l = k [X,, . . . , Xn] in n variables; 
then kl”’ = k[;X,, . . . , XJ]. If t is not a zero divkor in k then all arrows in (15) are 
injective, and, viewing them as inclusions, we 1 ave A = ,d fl A [l/t], i.e., 
k[[X,, , . . , X,,]] n (k [;I) [X,, . . .,X,,. = k [XI,. . ., Xl- 
This can be expressed by saying that (15) is Cartesian when A = k’“! It follows that 
(15) is also Cartesian when A is a retract of kin], say the image of an idempotent 
endomorphism a! of B = k! For in that case (15) can be identified with the image 
of the extension of cy to the corresponding diagram for B. Then if a E a fI A [l/t] 
we have Q E & n B[l/t] = B, so a = aa E cd3 = A. We have thus proved: 
4.3. Lemma. Suppose t is not a zero divisor in k. If A is a retract of a polynomial 
algebra k In’ then the square (15) is Cartesian. 
4.4. Proposition. Let cy : A ---, B be a morphism of augmented algebras which are 
retracts of finitely generated polynomial algebras. Let t be a non Ldiuisor of zero in IL l” 
.k and ~[l/t]:A[l/t]+B[l/f~ are isomorphisms, then clr is an isomorphisrn. 
Proof. In fact it follows from CorollaryJ.2 that & is an i morphism, so Lemma 4.3 
permits us to identify cy with the fibrc product of the. i~rn~r~h~~rn~ & and a[1 
(over G[ l/t]), and we conclude that go is an ~~rn~rphisrn~ 
Remark. Proposition 4.4, in the special case A = !3 = k 1-i+ is proved in [a Lemma 
5.341. The proof of Proposition 4.4 is an adaptation of the argument in [(il. 
4.5. Corollary. Let t be a non-dioisor of zero in k. Let C a refract of a finitely 
generated polynomial algebra, and let cu, 6 be sndo 
(JC ; JCU, Jf!? ) is a g+ decompositions of JC and (C[ 1 
decomposition of C‘[ l/r]. Then (C; CR, 19) is a 
Note that D = CUC@~ PC is also a retract of a polynomial algebra. The fact that 
cyG&,p-T= p, and cup = /3a = Ed- follows from the analogous equations for 0 [t/t ] 
and p[ l/f], so we need only show that the canonical map y : D + C is an 
isomorphism. Since (JC;Jcr,.@) is a -decomposi t an q Jy is an isomorphism. 
Similarly, y[ l/t ] is an isomorphism, by the last hypothesis. Thus Prdpositie- 4.4 
implies that y is an isomorphism. 
4.6, Corollary. Let t be a ,ton-dioisor of zero in k, and kr C = S(P). the symmetric 
a&.&u of a finitely generated projective k-module P. Suppose (C[ l/t]; Q, /3) is a 
@-decomposition of the k [ l/t -algebras C( ]/I ] slrch that Jav J@ induces a 
decomposition of JC = P C P[ 1 !t ] = JC[ 1 It]. Fos 
induce endomorphisms %x ’ and a)td kn 
of 6. 
Write LY = CYl,f~Y~” - as in Section 2, where cp, is homogeneous of degree pV Then 
clearly u;, is the extension S(Jcu ) or” J6y End(P(I 9 1) to an cndomarphism of 
S( P[ I/t]). The hypothesis on JCW, J/3 thus implies that al), & induces a 
decompositian of C. We have % = IY(~ +t % I 4 t 2h” +- . e 0 l Since p fs a fi 
generated k-module we have %(P) C C and ‘“p(P) c‘ for sutfi&ntly large 
this case % and ‘“/3 induce endomorphisms ep and ~3’ of C. 5ince al, is induced by 
cyll. and similarly for &‘,, it follows from the hypoksis that (JC;J&,I/3’) is a 
@-decomposition of JC. Moreover, a’[ lltj = 52 
(C[ l/t]: ‘Nar, q!) * 
and p’f l/r] = @fi, and 
IS a s-decomposition of C[ l/t]; this is an easy case of Proposition 
3.2, since t is invertible in k [ I/t 1. Now the corollary follows by applying Corollary 
4.5 to (C;a’, P’). 
4.7. Question. What reasonable conditions on endomorphisms a, /3 of G = k’“* 
imply that: 
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(*I (C; ~2. /3) is a @-decomposition? 
Qbvio~s necessary conditions are: 
(a) crt==a,~2=Cj,@=pa = P, 
(b) (JC; Ja, Jp) is a -decomposition. 
S’O vt%ifv Q*) in the presence of (a) and (b) it suffices, when k is an integral domain, 
to solve-the problem over the field of fractions of k ; one appeals to Corollary 4.6 
for this. 
To see that (a) and (b) do nJt suffice to imply (*) one can take C = k[X, Y], 
a(X) = X - XV, a(Y) = 0. p(X) = 0, /3(Y) = Y - XY. A further necessary condi- 
tion, which implies (b), is the following: 
(c) Ker(ar) = (PC) l C and Ker(p) = (ac) l C. 
Connell (private communication; see (7, problem IV]) has asked, in case CK and 
PC are polynomial algebras, whether (a) and (c) imply (*). The onty non-trivial 
case in which this has been affirmed is the case n = 2 with k a field of characteristic 
zero, when it is easily deduced from a theorem of Abhyankar-Moh [l], as follows: 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and C = k’? Then if a E C and 
c/aC = k”t Abhyankar and Moh show that there is an a’~ C such that 
c= k[a.a’j. 
Now apply this to endomorphisms cy, p of C satisfying (a) and (c), with 
aC = k[a) and PC = k[b], ~1, b E c. Then the u’ given (in view of the second part 
of (c)) by Abhyankar-Moh can be replaced by tl” = a’- a(a)), and we still have 
C = k [a. a”]. Moreover a(a”) = 0 so the first part of (c) implies that u” = bc for 
some c E C Since a” is a prime element of C, c must be an invertible element of k ; 
hence k[u,b] = k[a,a”] = C, whence (*). 
5. fkalar operations on the category d( k ) of in! ertible k-algebras 
d(k ) denotes the category of all augmented k - algebras A which are @-factors of 
some poIynomial algebra C = k!“], i.e., for wAch there is a @-decomposition 
(C;cu, /?) such that A s arc; we then say tha t (C; (Y, /3) is a fulfillment of A. 
Morphisms in d(k ) are all morphisms of augmented k-algebras, and d(k) is 
equipped with the product @ = &. The category 9(k) of finitely generated 
projective k-modules is equipped with the product of, and we have functors (cf. [3] 
or 161) 
(16) .d(k)& 9(k) 
where S(P) = the symmetric algebra of P, J(A) = A/A*, S(e) = @, J(B) = 3, and 
JQS = Idprl,,. 
Let I E k. Let A E A(k) and let (C; (Y, p) be a fulfillment of A, so that A = 4. 
Put ‘A = ‘cd’. According to Proposition 3.2, (C; ‘cy, ‘p) is again a @decomposition 
of C, whence 
i) ‘A E &(k ). 
Further, 
ii) ‘A depends, up to (non-canonical) 
consider another fulfillment (C’; a’, /3”) of 
such that CY’ = uaa-’ and J3’ = @&T-’ the 
isomorphism ‘cuC -+ WC’. In the 
fulfillment of A, and we have “( 
‘cxC. Similarly, the fulfiltment (C 
(CgC’)= 2~ ‘C’. It suffices the 
conjugating a QD E~-, 6 @ 1~. 
decompositions of C @I C’ and a 
A, it suffices to observe that 0 @ 
images, PC 8 C’ and C 
iii) If A, A’E.d(k) t 
ages both issmcbfphic 
For if (C; a. p) and (C’;a’,/Y) 
(CBC’; asa’, @@p’) is 
(‘a (531 ‘cu’)(C@ C’) (eq. (10)) = ‘a 
iv) J('A ) = J(A ). 
If (C; a, p) is a fulfillment of A, C = k -,anda =ars+aI+-asin 
Section 2, then J(A) can be identified t summand txr,C, of CM = J(C). 
Since ‘CY = a,,+ la, + l -, we obtain the same deslrriptian of .!(“A ). 
v) If A = S(P) with P E .9’(k) then ‘A 2 A. 
In fact we can then choose a fulfillment (C;a.P) of 14 with 69 (and 0) 
homogeneous (of degree 0). in which case ‘CPI = a. 
vi) If s, t E k then ‘(‘A) = “A. 
When t is invertible, ‘A G- A. 
When I = 0, “A = S(JA). 
Let (C; CY, /3) be a fulfillment of 4. T’he first claim fallows since “(2~) = “‘a (eq. (6)), 
and the second because, when t is invertible, ‘a c= cpt 0 0 PI=’ (eq. (9)). If a = 
a,,--+- a, + l l l the11 “a z a0 is homogeneous of de ree zero, so Qp#B = S(Jas) = S(Ja )* 
whence the last assertion. 
Suppose k --) k’ is a ring homomorphism sending t to t’. It induces a funetor 
k’@$ : A H A’ from .4(k) to .d(k’). If (C;a,p) is a fulfillment of A then 
(C’; a’. p’) is one of A’ in .d(k’) and we have (‘a)’ = ‘2 (eq. (11)). whence, 
vii) (‘A )’ s “A ‘. 
6. Localisation of K A,,( k ) 
The functors S and J (eq. (16)) induce homomorphisms of M-groups. from which 
we derive split exact sequences 
(17 O-, K.N,(k )-+ KA,, (k) & K, (k )-+O 
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(11 = 0,l). where KA:Jk) denotes the kerntl of J. We thus write 
WV KA, (k) = Kn (k)aKA:(k). 
The abelian group KA,,(k ) has generators [A 1. one for each isomorphism class of 
the refations [A QD A ‘1 = [A ] + [A ‘1. Each element of KA& ) 
A] = [A ‘1 if and only if A and A ’ are “stably 
ktnJ for some n 3 0 (see (2, Ch. VII, Prop. 1.31). 
s from Section 5, (i), (ii), and (iii) that [A] I+ [‘A ] defines an 
endomorphism 
wo : KA,,( k )+ KA,,( k ). 
From (iv) we have J’, = J, so EI stabilizes KA&(k) in (18). From (v) we see that E’ 
induces the identity on K,,(k). From (vi) we have E, oE, = EF,, E, is the identity if t 
is invertible. and E,, = So J is the projection onto K,,(k) with kernel KAh(k). 
Let f : k -+ k ’ be a ring homomorphism and I’ = f(t). According to Section 5, (vii) 
the diagram 
KA,,( k ) L KA,,( k ‘) 
E, 
I I 
E 
KA,( k ) f- KA,,( k ‘) 
is commutative. If t’ is invertible in k’, e.g. if k’ = k [ t/t], it follows that E,, is the 
identity, so f : KA,,(k)+ KA,,(k’) kills the image of 1 - E’, this image being a 
subgroup of KA,‘,(k). If, on the other hand, t’ = 0, then E,. kills KA,‘,(k’),so 
E, (KA,‘,( k )) is killed by f : KA,,( k ) --, KA,,( k ‘), 
6.1. Theorem. Suppose t is not a divisor of zero in k. The homomorphism 
KA:,(k)-, KA:(k [;I) 
is surjective, and it kills the image of 1 - E,. 
The last assertion has been observed above. The surjectivity assertion follows 
from the next proposition. 
6.2. Proposition. Let A E &(k [ l/t]) be such that JA is a free K[l/t]-module, say of 
rank r. Then there is an A,, E .s8(k ) such that JA,, = k ’ and A = A,,[ l/t]. 
Proof. Choose a fulfillment (C; cy, p) of A with C = k [ l/t]tr+‘l, and put B = PC. 
Then JB is stably free, so, at the cost of increasing s if necessary, we can further 
arrange that JB is free. Then, after a linear change of variables in C, we can assume 
that (C; CY’,, /3,,) is the standard @-decomposition of C =: k [ l/t][‘@ k [l/$‘. Write 
UlS! qdmll 3yJ 
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Ker(1) = U Ker(T”). 
m -4) 
etive if and only if ‘7’0 is injective. The homomorphisms F,, = 
ttfduee, in the inductive limit. an endomorphism 7 of G [ 1 /T]. The 
utativity of the triangles in 
shows that F is a two sided inverse of T on G[l/T], whence T&.] is an 
automorphism, and 
= U T “(IG). 
n l 0 
Thus lo; is surjective (resp., bijective) if and only if T(; is surjective (resp., bijective). 
One could also define G[ l/T] with conventional ocalisation notation, as follows: 
Consider pairs T *” l x with n > 0, x E G, where T-” - x = T-” - y‘ precisely when 
TmbPx = TabFy for some p 2 0. These form G’[ l/T], with multiplication 
v n *x)(7’ m l y)= T-‘“‘“‘~(T”xT”y), and l(x)= T”-x. 
Still another construction of G[l/T) derives from the observation that the 
semi-direct product of G[l/T] with the infinite cyclic group generated by T is just 
the l-INN-group attached to the diagram G 213. 
T 
As usual, 10 : G I+ G[l/T] is universal for ?; orphisms from G to T-groups on 
which T acts invertibly. A morphism G ‘+ ci of T-groups induces a morphism 
G’[ l/T) -p.G[ l/T], making G I+ G[l/T) a fumtor. It is exact in the sense that an 
exact sequence G’_,G+G” of T-groups yields an exact sequence, 
G’[ l/T] =-+ G[ l/T] + G”[ I/T]; this follows from exactness of the inductive limit 
funetor. If RI is a subgroup of G[l/T] invariant under T and TV’ then H = 
l,i’(H)[ l/T]. 
Any functor H from groups to groups defines a functor also from T-groups to 
T-groups. For each T-group G we then have a natural factorization 
If H preserves sequential inductive limits then ho is an isomsrphism, w 
view as an identification. 
Examples of such functors are the homology groups I&(G) = N,(G.Z), where G 
acts triviafly on 2 and n 2 0. If G is a T-group then 
Hn G ( [$I) = Wn(Gi [+] 0 
For n = 1 this describes the commutator quotient of 
8. Localisation of KA,(k ) 
Let P E 9(k). Write GL(P) for the group of &-linear automsrphisms of I? and 
GA*(P) for the group of automarphisms of the augmented k-algebra S(P). The 
functors S and J furnish a split exact sequence of groups, 
CW l+GA’(P)+GA”(P)&GL(PI+ 1, s 
whence a semi-direct product decomposition 
(21) GA”(P) = GL(P) # GA’(P). 
Let I E k. It follows from eq. (5) that %y - ‘cu is an endamorphism ‘7’ of GA”(P), 
and (eq. (8)) JT = J. It follows that we can thus view (20) ais an exact sequence of 
T-groups (in the sense of Section 7) where T acts trivially on CX(P). 
Over k [l/t] we obtain an analogous exact sequence of T-groups, 
where the action of T is derived from the invertible element I( = r/l) of k[ l/r]. 
According to eq. (9). this action is just csnju atian by P, = S(t 9 Is). Conwquently 
T acts invertibly on GA’(P[llt]). so (Section 7) we have a 
(23) 
8.1. Theorem. Suppose I is not Q zero divisor in k. Then the homomorphism 
GA’( P)[ l/T] ---+ GA’(P( l/t]) in (23) is an isomophism. 
Proof. In view of the discussion in Section 7, it suffices to show that (i) f is injective, 
and (ii) GA’( P[ l/t]) = Unz,, T-“(fGA’(P)). The fact that I is not a zero divisor 
implies that S(P) C S(P)[ I/r] = S(P[ I/r]), so f is injective. Let cy E GA’(P[llt]). 
Since Ja! = I PIIlrJ we can choose n sufficiently large so that T”a = “‘a induces an 
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endomorphism cy’ of S(P), and we clearly have JCX’ = 1 p. Proposition 4.4 now 
implies that cy ’ GA’(P). Moreover f(a!‘) = 7%~ so cy E T-“(fGA’(P)), as was to 
be shown. 
Theorem 8.1 has interesting consequences concerning the map of commutator 
quotient groups induced by GA”(P)-* GA”(P[ l/t]). 
First some notation. If 6 is a group and M is a G-module the homologv groups II 
1y, (43, &#) are defined so that 
Ho(G, M) = M 
/ 
c (s - l)M. 
SCzG 
We write N,(G) = Hn (G, 2). where G acts trivially on Z; thus 
H,(G)= Wb = G/(G, G). 
If JV is a normal subgroup of G, the action of G by conjugation on N induces one 
on H,(N), making H,,(N) a (G/N)-module. One has 
WGIN. H,(N)) = N/(G, N), 
and an obvious exact sequence 
H@IN. H,(N))+ H,(G)-+ H,(G/N)+O. 
If G is a semi-direct product, G = I. K N, we can identify G/N with L, and one has 
H,(G) = H,(L)@ Ho(L, H,(N)). 
Applying these considerations to GA”(P) = GL(P) w GA’(P) we obtain 
Hl(GA”(0) = H,(GL(P)) @ Ho(GL( P), H,(GN(P))), 
and a similar decomposition of H,(GA”(P[l/t])) 
8.2. Proposition. Keep the assumptions of Theorem 8.1. 
(a) The homomorphism 
(24) H,,(GL(P), H,(GA’(P)))+ Ho (GL (‘t;]), H, @A’(+]))) 
is surjective. and kills the image of 1 - T. 
(b) The homomorphism 
(25) 
NlWW’N ) H,(GA’(P [ l/t])) 
Im(1 - T) Im(l- T) 
is an isomorphism which is equivariant with respect to the group homomorphism 
GL(P)+ GL(P[ l/t]). Thus GL(P[ l/t]) acts naturally on 
H = H,(GA’(P))IIm(l - T). 
and we can identify 
Hu(GL(f’( l/t],, H,(GA’(P[ 1 
with H,,(GL( P[ l/f)), H). 
According to Theorem &I, we earI ~d~~~~~~ H1[ 
H,(GA’( P[ 1 ft I)), where T acts vi% conj 
The proposition results immediately 
localisation (see Section 7). 
When P is the free module &‘O, we have 
for GA”(k “), GA’(k “). respectively. We ~d~~t~~~ G 
GA:(k)g&11 of GA:+,(k), and put GA”(k)= UmBI 
GA’( k ); we then have 
(26) GA”(k) = GL(k) w GA’(k ). 
and the commutator quotient is 
KA,(k) = Hg(GA”(k)) = K,(k) 
where we now see that 
KA; (k ) = H,,(GL( k ). HJGN(k )))s 
If QI E GAL(k) and p E GL, (k) then, in GA%(k ). WC hove 
so the action of p on cy in GA’(k) coincides with that of the element 
E (k ) = (GL( k ). GL( k )). Thus (28) simplifies to: 
(29) 
The embeddings GA,, (k ) C GA,, ,( ) are csmgatihl@ with the 
a semi-direct product of T-groups, nd $ acts Iikewi 
(27), triviallv on K,(k ). 1t1 GA(k [ l/t]) the action o I 
each GA, (k[ l/t I)? SO T acts triviata 
Let I be a non-divisor of zero in k. 
to the inductive limit, that 
w GA’( k ) [j+-+GA’(k [;] 
is an isomorphism. In view of (28) and (29) WC now obtain the followin 
from Proposition 8.2. by passage to the direct limit, 
8.3. Theorem. Suppose t is not a zero divisor in k. 
(a) The homomorphism KAl(k )+ lCAr(k[ I is surjectiua, and kills the image 
of 1 - T. 
(b) The f~omonrorpfzism 
WGAYk ))/Im( 1 - T)--+ HIIGA”(k [ 1 
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is an isstmwphistn which is equivariattt with respect o the group hornomoaghism 
GL(k [ l/t]) clcts natural’ly on H = 
nt KA:(k[ l/t]) of KA:(k) (as in (a)) is obtained 
the action of E(k[lft]) opt H, i.e. we have an isomorphism 
P m, It is ntrtutal to ask whether the sequence 
KA: (k ) -----+ KA:(k [ l/t])--+ 
is exact. From Theorem 8.3 one easily deduces the following necessary and 
cient mrtdition for (31) to be exact: In order to trivialize the action of E(k [l/t]) 
an H it su~ces to trivialize the action of E(k), i.e. H,,(E(k), H)+ 
t 1). PI) is bijective. 
Next consider a polynomial extension j : k + k [t], where t now denotes an 
indeterminate. If i E k write fi for the retraction k [t] + k sending t to i. As in 
Section 6, T induces a homomorphism GA’( k [t]) + GA’( tk [t 1) and so we have the 
homomorphisms 
KA;(k+KA;(k[r])-:KA;(tk[t])2KA;(k) 
whose composite is the identity. For if a iE GA”(k) then [(u] A [cu[f]]L 
[‘a(t)] k [‘cu] = [a]. This proves: 
8.4. Theorem (Csnnell (4)). KA; (k ) is naturally isomorphic to a direct summand of 
KA:(tk(1)). 
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